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INNOVATION –
MADE IN GERMANY

drapilux has been providing textiles that are suitable for
the specific requirements of the healthcare, hospitality and
maritime sectors for more than 50 years. We continually
rise to the challenge of making our customers’ day-today work easier through the intelligent functions of our
fabrics. We rely on the research and expertise of all

Schmitz-Werke brands to achieve this. Using these
synergies and always keeping the requirements of our
products in mind, our customers know that they have
bought quality goods with the additional bonus of them
having been “made in Germany”.
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INTELLIGENCE WOVEN IN

MORE THAN
JUST A FABRIC
At drapilux, it has always been our belief that textiles
should be able to do more than just look good. That is
why we develop innovative fabrics that improve the
indoor climate thanks to their intelligent functions, and
have a positive influence on the working environment for
our professional customers. This can be achieved either
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through making the fabrics more visually appealing or
through functions such as bioaktiv or air. Our aim is to
simply offer our customers more. More quality. More
choice. More than just a fabric.
drapilux – intelligence woven in

INTELLIGENT
FUNCTIONS

INTELLIGENT FUNCTIONS

DRAPILUX FLAMMSTOP
Totally secure in the safety of your premises? Yes, with
the high-quality textiles from drapilux! During the
production stages, we work special polyester fibres into
our fabrics, thereby creating the so-called drapilux
flammstop function. This means that even when in direct

contact with fire, the materials are extremely difficult to
ignite and prevent the spread of a fire and development
of flue gas. drapilux textiles meet all national and
international safety standards – an absolute must for
any commercial property!
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INTELLIGENT FUNCTIONS
Breakdown of formaldehyde
Residual content as a %

drapilux air – after five 60°C washes
drapilux air – original
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Breakdown of ammonia
Residual content as a %

drapilux air – after five 60°C washes
drapilux air – original
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It is important not just to have a pleasing aesthetic look,
but also a pleasant indoor climate to make us feel
comfortable in a room. The air-purifying function of
drapilux air means that our fabrics always provide you
with fresh ambient air. How is this possible? It is quite
simple: the metal salts woven into the fabric break down
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odour molecules (e.g. formaldehyde or ammonia) and
convert them into harmless carbon dioxide and water.
Consequently, unpleasant odours are permanently
eliminated. The fabric retains this function long-term,
even after washing.
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* Test results from the Institute of Agricultural Chemistry and Environmental Chemistry
** Test conditions: ammonia concentration in water 250 μg/μl, reaction chamber volume 6 l, aliquot 10 μl, evaporation time 2 min.
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INTELLIGENT FUNCTIONS
Breakdown of bacterial contamination

drapilux bioaktiv

Standard material

Start time

100 %

100 %

drapilux bioaktiv

Standard material

After 18 hours

DRAPILUX BIOAKTIV
Bacteria and germs are lurking everywhere, which is why
it is especially important in the health sector to have
textiles that do more than just look pretty. With our
drapilux bioaktiv fabrics, we provide an ideal solution for
the health and care sectors. Thanks to the special
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coating on the textile surface, germs or bacteria are
attacked and bacterial contamination is reduced by
more than 99%. The materials are also safe for contact
with the skin and do not pose any health risks. The
efficiency of bioaktiv has been scientifically proven.

1%

> 100 %
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INTELLIGENT FUNCTIONS

INTELLIGENT FUNCTIONS

DRAPILUX ALL IN ONE

DRAPILUX AKUSTIK

We developed drapilux all in one for additional comfort
and hygiene. This development combines the airpurifying function of drapilux air and the antibacterial
function of drapilux bioaktiv. This all-rounder is a
particular hit in the healthcare sector.

Noise is perceived as a burden in many areas of life –
which is why improving room acoustics can be so
invaluable. The more smooth surfaces in a room, the
more that sound can ricochet and directly influence the
intelligibility of speech and noise levels in a room. Textiles
equipped with the drapilux akustik function actively work
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to prevent this. Their special fabric construction
prevents sound from spreading and contributes
significantly to the improvement of a room‘s acoustics.
As a result, there is less stress thanks to lower noise
levels for visitors, employees and residents.
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PRODUCT
SEGMENT

HEALTHCARE

The first choice in the healthcare industry
With 50 years of experience in the healthcare industry,
we are familiar with all the special requirements of
textiles in this sector. This helps us in the process of
constantly further developing our textiles and equipping
them with intelligent additional functions which are
especially suited to the healthcare sector.
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HEALTHCARE REFERENCES

HEALTHCARE REFERENCES

Klinikum Villingen Schwenningen

Rems-Murr Klinik, Winnenden

For greater well-being
Our intelligent textiles help to protect residents, patients
and staff from pathogens and to improve the air quality
and acoustics. This, in turn, can improve the physical and
psychological well-being of patients and residents. The
interior design with feel-good colours and patterns as
well as the use of visually appealing designs assist in
enhancing the general well-being.
Saving time and money
The use of textiles with additional functions has
enormous added value for your company and employees.
For example, the fabrics help to reduce washing cycles.

Hospital, Clinic, Doctor’s Practice

Care Facility, Home for the elderly

–	King Hussein Cancer Centre - Amman (JOR)

–	Betagten- Pflegeheim - Imst/ Tirol (A)

–	Roman Catholic Hospital - Windhoek (NAM)

–	Maison de repos St. Joseph - Blegny (B)

–	Hospital da Trofa - Trofa (P)

–	Altenpflegeheim Mittelleimbach - Zürich (CH)

–	Hospital Kokkola - Kokkola (FIN)

–	Lassintalo-Altersheim - Oulu (FIN)

–	King Fahad National Guard Hospital - Jeddah (SA)

–	Pflegeheim Kristiansminde - Roskilde (DK)

–	Hôpital Brugmann - Bruxelles (B)

–	Maison de retraite Korian La Pompignane - Montpellier (F)

–	Cork University Hospital - Cork (IRL)

–	Alpenland Altenheime Berlin - Berlin (D)

–	Klinik am Kurpark - Bad Wildungen (D)

–	ProTalis - Rheine (D)
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HOSPITALITY

Hotels and public institutions rely on drapilux
Textiles are subjected to heavy wear in the public realm
and in hotels, and have to be able to withstand much
more than in the private sector. Our tried-and-tested
textiles are perfect for these requirements.
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HOSPITALITY REFERENCES

HOSPITALITY REFERENCES

JS Boutique Hotel, Dongtan, South Korea

Beatles Hotel, Liverpool, Great Britain

Intelligent and beautiful
Our intelligent functions offer plenty of advantages in the
hospitality industry in particular – ones that you only
notice when you have had the chance to work with the
textiles. Our textiles minimise odours, can go longer
between washes and improve the acoustics in the room.
This means that both guests and working staff benefit.
Everyone has a favourite design
drapilux produces everything from A to Z at its factory
in Emsdetten. This makes us the most versatile company
on the market when it comes to manufacturing individual
designs. Do you want to create the perfect colour scheme
for your room, make a splash in a cinema with a particular
colour, or integrate your logo into the design?
Then drapilux is the right choice.

Hotel
–	Beatles Hotel - Hamburg
–	Anthemus Sea Hotel - Nikiti (GR)
–	Renaissance Hotel - Barcelona Fira (ES)
–	Hotel Kempinski - St. Moritz (CH)
–	Park Inn Hotel - St. Petersburg (RUS)
–	Crown Plaza Hotel - Amman (JOR)
–	Hilton Park SA - Istanbul (TR)
–	JS Boutique Hotel - Dongtan (SK)
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MARITIM

Exceptional quality on the high seas
Textiles are subject to particularly more stress in
the maritime sector. No matter whether they are used
on a container ship or a cruise ship, drapilux textiles
are the ideal choice for coping with these challenging
conditions. Where everyday hustle and bustle meets
comfort, a fast pace of life meets beauty. drapilux makes
travelling a more beautiful experience and working at
sea more convenient.
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MARITIM REFERENCES

MARITIM REFERENCES

IMO certification
It is particularly important on board ships to comply with
fire safety standards. With no escape routes and only
limited options for fighting fires, preventive measures are
absolutely essential. Legislation in this field is based on
the resolutions made by the IMO (International Maritime
Organisation). Textiles that meet these requirements
receive IMO certification. All drapilux maritime fabrics
have achieved this certification and are, therefore,
perfectly suited for use on board ships.
On-board intelligence
Of course, the intelligent functions offered by our fabrics
are ideal for our customers in the maritime industry since
they make textiles into much more than just a means of
decoration. They help to make everyday work easier and
relieve the pressure on the crew. Functions such as drapilux
air, in particular, help to actively improve the climate of
small spaces that are used by a high number of people.

Creating an atmosphere in style
Even with exceptional quality and functionality, the
selected fabric still has to look the part, of course. That is
why drapilux offers a complete range of colours, ranging
from elegant block colours to modern, patterned textiles.
Our design studio team is always investigating trends
around the world, implementing the latest looks without
sacrificing the classics.

Ship
–	MS “Crystal Symphony“ - Crystal Cruises
–	MS “Queen Mary 2“ - Cunard Line
–	MS “Caribean Princess“ - Princess Cruises
–	MS “Empress of the Seas“ - Royal Caribean Cruise Lines
–	MS “Isabella“ - Viking Line
–	MS “Super Star Aries“ - Star Cruise Line
–	MS “Norwegian Dream“ - Norwegian Cruise Line
–	“Christophe Colomb” - French Container Ship
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ABOUT US/
PRODUCTION

WHO WE ARE

WITH OUR
CUSTOMERS IN MIND
Customer service and advice are two of the main pillars
of our success. Only by building up long-term, positive
relationships with our business partners are we able to
maintain these pillars. Consequently, our design
consultants not only act as salespeople and points of
contact – they also generate ideas and assist with
invitations to tender and project acquisition.
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Innovation is our tradition
Here, at drapilux, we manufacture textiles that – despite
their wide-ranging applications – have one thing in
common: they have to be able to meet special challenges
and standards. As a result, innovation, development and
a close partnership with our customers have been
essential to our long-term success since our company
was founded in 1967.

WHO WE ARE

“Made in Germany” quality
Top quality can only be achieved if the development
processes of all products are kept under close control,
and none of the manufacturing stages are outsourced.
At drapilux, everything is designed and manufactured in
Emsdetten – from the design to the textiles ready for
dispatch. This means we can guarantee our customers
top quality, flexible production and quicker delivery times
than the competition.
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FOR THE ENVIRONMENT

EXCELLENCE
IN SUSTAINABILITY
Things changed a long time ago: it is no longer enough to
just offer a great product. Our customers rightly demand
that our production processes are environmentally
friendly and sustainable. It is a good thing that we have
always worked in this way. We received the ASU award for
environmentally friendly company management back in
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1988. Furthermore, drapilux gives the European REACh
regulation the highest priority. This ensures that we
handle chemicals in an environmentally friendly manner
and that our production processes are guaranteed to be
sustainable. We have also received the Öko-Tex Standard
100 award for this reason.

AWARDS / CERTIFICATES

AWARDS / CERTIFICATES

Certificates

We do not just talk about quality and responsibility, we
allow independent parties to review and assess us too.
In doing so, we have become certified in many areas.
You can find a selection of our most important certificates here:

Trevira

Öko-Tex Standard 100

Permanent flame retardancy which does not
diminish due to use, washing or ageing – fulfilment of all important international fire safety
standards.

All drapilux products have received the
Öko-Tex Standard 100 award.

IGME

IUG

The active ingredient in drapilux air and
drapilux bioaktiv poses absolutely no health
risks.

Evidence that drapilux air converts a
significant amount of pollutants into harmless
carbon dioxide (CO2).

ETH

DQS

Evidence that drapilux bioaktiv reduces
Klebsiella pneumoniae and MRSA (by more
than 99%).

German Organisation for the Certification of
Management Systems.

Awards

German Brand Award (2018)

German Innovation Award (2018)
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German Design Award (2018)

IMO

IUA

Fire safety standards for safety at sea
– IMO Res. MSC 307 (88) - (FTP-Code 2010)
Annex 1, Part 7 (curtains and decorative
fabrics)
– IMO Res. MSC 307 (88) - (FTP-Code 2010)
Annex 1, Part 8 (upholstery fabrics)

The effectiveness of relevant reductions in
pollutant emissions by drapilux air was
impressively demonstrated through means of
a comparative study with titanium dioxide.

ICONIC Award (2019)
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drapilux
A brand of Schmitz Textiles GmbH + Co. KG.
Hansestraße 87 / 48282 Emsdetten / Germany
T 02572.1532.0 / F 02572.1532.555 / M info@drapilux.com
P.O. Box 1243 / 48270 Emsdetten / Germany
T 49 2572.1532.0 / F 49 2572.1532.555 / M export@drapilux.com
www. drapilux.com

